
Mandatory Vaccine Passports by CDC

Description

USA: Mandatory Vaccine Passports may be coming, according to CDC Director Rochelle 
Walensky.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Director Rochelle Walensky said mandatory
vaccine passports might be implemented in the United States amid the COVID pandemic
(plannedemic.)

When asked in a TV interview Wednesday about whether the United States would mandate a
European-style “health pass” mandatory vaccine passport system for nightclubs or bars, Walensky
said, “That may very well be a path forward.”

The CDC director further said that “in some fully vaccinated venues,” it “is possible” for a fully
vaccinated individual to transmit and pick up COVID-19 “in those settings” and added that federal
officials have “seen that” during studies.

Wait, what was that? “in some fully vaccinated venues,” it “is possible” for a fully vaccinated 
individual to transmit and pick up COVID-19.” 

So, their vaccine does no good against a virus they created? Why are vaccines and mandatory
vaccine passports being forced upon people if they do no good? Why are people being told to where
masks even if unvaccinated? Cheap cloth masks don’t protect against viruses anyway (says so on the
box) unless you’re using a trendy sparkly mask sold on Amazon, but, I digress.

MORE CLOWN SHOW? YES PLEASE!

COVID-19 is the illness caused by the CCP (Chinese Communist Party) virus, with help from the U.S.
government.
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https://twitter.com/ElectionWiz/status/1420350847683375113


Rochelle Walensky, CDC director and Deep State puppet

Rochelle Walensky’s comments came after the CDC announced Tuesday, July 27, 2021, it would
recommend people wear masks in some areas with high transmission (basically everywhere.)

Vaccinated and unvaccinated children should also wear masks when fall classes start, the CDC 
also said, reversing guidance issued only a few weeks ago that suggested only unvaccinated children
wear masks.

Too Many Mask Rules That Contradict

First there are no masks and then there are masks. Fauci said masks do nothing (it says on the box of
masks that cloth masks do not protect against any viruses.) IT’S A GAME PEOPLE!

After the 2 week curve (1.5 years later), people don’t need to wear masks if vaccinated (genocide) and
most stores and public places don’t require them now, as of July 2021.

In July 2021, most people go everywhere with NO MASKS and PEOPLE AREN’T DYING from the
Black Plague…however, mask mandates are returning and they are now looking to push mandatory
vaccines.

As you know, the government can’t stand people to be free. If money happens to fall into the pockets
of the middle class, the housing crisis of 2008 occurs.

If people get too much freedom, they must be controlled (virus creation marketed everywhere on lying
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mainstream media.) Covid was a scare tactic to beg people for a vaccine (which is the real problem.)

What’s in the Covid Vaccine and why is the government forcing it via bribes and having people go door 
to door to convince us to take it? 

All Federal Employees May Be Forced into Vaccination

Hours after the CDC issued its latest guidance, biden (lower case “b” out of disrespect) told reporters
that the federal government is considering mandating all federal employees to get the vaccine.

“That’s under consideration right now,” biden told a reporter who asked whether the administration was
weighing such a requirement for mandatory vaccines.

The U.S. federal government is the country’s largest employer (and they work for the Deep State.)

biden plans to announce “next steps” on Thursday, July 29, 2021, in the effort to get more Americans
to receive vaccines.

All you have to do to get your freedoms back is comply

What might the next steps to force people to get Covid Vaccine be? Bribes didn’t work, free Krispy
Kreme donuts didn’t work, so what will work?

Will the government resort to preventing anyone unvaccinated from going to public places? This
includes your job and grocery stores.

Will you be able to buy food? Do you have a vaccinated friend who can do grocery shopping for you? If
you do, the government may put a stop to that, such as, limiting food items bought per week.

So why is all this happening? Why is the government trying to control and lock us down? They have
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been doing it for years but we’re only just now seeing it first hand up close and personal. This was their 
agenda all along, for generations, and they’re pulling out all the stops.

“In the meantime, more vaccinations and mask wearing in the areas most impacted by the Delta
variant (made up by government as another scare tactic) will enable us to avoid the kind of lockdowns,
shutdowns, school closures, and disruptions we faced in 2020,” he said. “Unlike 2020, we have both
the scientific knowledge and the tools to prevent the spread of this disease. We are not going back to
that.”

It’s hard to believe biden said this, since, it’s written well and doesn’t mention hairy legs or kids sitting
on laps.

The government will be enforcing lockdowns and punishments to anyone not willing to take the death
jab.

Covid isn’t the problem; Covid is the setup to fear everyone into complying with the death jab 
(Covid Vaccine.)

Repeat of history from 1930 till 1945. SHOW ME YOUR PAPERS!

 

Vaccine passport-type systems have been flagged by Republicans and civil liberties groups like the
ACLU as a significant violation of individuals’ privacy.
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GOP-led states, led by Florida, have passed measures barring state and local governments from
imposing such systems, while Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis went a step further in May and signed a bill
prohibiting all private businesses from doing so.

When so-called “health passes” were introduced in France and Italy in recent days, thousands of
people demonstrated in major European cities over the past weekend, accusing the respective
governments of using tyrannical coercion measures…which is what they always do.

CDC is a Propaganda Mechanism of Fear

The illegitimate biden administration will use everything in its power to sabotage the 2022 and 2024
election (if you still believe voting counts.)

Should mandatory vaccines happen, that will truly be the time for us to resist the Communist 
CDC.

One thing we should all have learned by now…when governments start pushing something, it
eventually becomes the law of the land and it only benefits them and takes even more of our freedoms
away.

Mandatory Vaccines, vaccine passports, lockdowns and mandates are unacceptable. America 
First!

People need American Freedom and Independence from bureaucratic control and surveillance. These
politicians (puppets of The Deep State) are aggressively trying to install Communist control on the
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American people. This is unconstitutional and goes against everything the United States stands for; for
this reason alone, you know it’s wrong.

Mandatory vaccines show that the covid virus was planned as a cover up for the “vaccine” that was
already being developed. The vaccine isn’t a vaccine.

It’s time to disobey more now than ever. How much more will you take? Who are these people? NO
HUMAN has the right to tell another human what to do. They have no right to create laws that force
you to do anything against your will. We must, in MASS, RESIST!

What are your thoughts on DOJ vaccine mandates? Let us know in the comments section below.
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